
MAT 515: Geometry for Teachers
Fall 2022

Class Location: Physics P123 MW 6:05pm-7:25pm
Instructor: Dr. Ethan L Addison
Office: Math Tower 3-116
E-mail: ethan.addison@stonybrook.edu

Objective: This is a course covering the basics of planar Euclidean geometry, intended for future and
practicing teachers. This is not a course in how to teach geometry; rather, it is to help you understand the
subject and issues arising in teaching geometry well enough that you can teach the course. Of course, since
everyone is a future or practicing teacher, pedagogical issues and how to present the material shall not be
ignored.

Official Description: A re-examination of elementary geometry using concepts from analysis and algebra.
Mathematical topics integrate the study of the historical development of Euclidean and non-Euclidean ge-
ometries, including contributions from diverse cultures.

Office Hours: See http://www.math.stonybrook.edu/cards/addisonethan.html to stay up to date, as
these are subject to change. I have both Zoom and in-person hours, and feel free to schedule an appointment.
Our grader also holds MLC hours which can be found on their card.

Grader: Conghan Dong http://www.math.stonybrook.edu/cards/dongconghan.html

Grading: Your course grade will be computed based on the following combination of factors:

� Participation & Discussion (10%)

� Homework (40%)

� Midterm Exam (25%) — Date TBA

� Final Exam (25%) — Wednesday, Dec 14, 5:30pm - 8:00pm

Text: Two textbooks by Hung-Hsui Wu form the foundation of our discussion. Though they each contain
a fair amount of information that will not be covered in this class, mathematics educators may find all of it
eventually expedient. In Rational Numbers to Linear Equations (https://bookstore.ams.org/mbk-131/),
we explore the notions of congruence and similarity, and in Algebra and Geometry (https://bookstore.
ams.org/cdn-1597818381566/mbk-132/) we dive into planar geometry and touch on axiomatic approaches
to teaching geometry.

Homework Policy: There will be about ten homework assignments distributed throughout the semester.
Outside of the competitive scene, mathematics is often about collaboration. Thus students are encouraged
to work together and consult external resources so long as attribution is duly noted. Plagiarism will not be
tolerated and is subject to immediate report to the Academic Judiciary.

Academic Integrity: Each student must pursue his or her academic goals honestly and be personally ac-
countable for all submitted work. Representing another person’s work as your own is always wrong. Faculty
are required to report any suspected instances of academic dishonesty to the Academic Judiciary. Faculty in
the Health Sciences Center (School of Health Technology & Management, Nursing, Social Welfare, Dental
Medicine) and School of Medicine are required to follow their school-specific procedures. For more compre-
hensive information on academic integrity, including categories of academic dishonesty, please refer to the
academic judiciary website at http://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/academic_integrity/index.html.



Student Accessibility Support Center: If you have a physical, psychological, medical or learning dis-
ability that may impact your course work, please contact the Student Accessibility Support Center (SASC),
ECC (Educational Communications Center) Building, room 128, (631) 632-6748. They will determine with
you what accommodations, if any, are necessary and appropriate. All information and documentation is
confidential. Students who require assistance during emergency evacuation are encouraged to discuss their
needs with their professors and the staff at the Student Accessibility Support Center (SASC). For procedures
and information go to the following website:http://www.stonybrook.edu/ehs/fire/disabilities.

Critical Incident Management: Stony Brook University expects students to respect the rights, privileges,
and property of other people. Faculty are required to report to the Office of Judicial Affairs any disrup-
tive behavior that interrupts their ability to teach, compromises the safety of the learning environment, or
inhibits students’ ability to learn. Faculty in the HSC Schools and the School of Medicine are required to
follow their school-specific procedures.


